Cryptic type error messages are a major obstacle to learning OCaml or other ML-based languages. In many cases, error messages cannot be interpreted without a sufficiently-precise model of the type inference algorithm. The problem of improving type error messages in ML has received quite a bit of attention over the past two decades, and many different strategies have been considered. The challenge is not only to produce error messages that are both sufficiently concise and systematically useful to the programmer, but also to handle a full-blown programming language and to cope with large-sized programs efficiently.
Introduction
Typing errors in OCaml are a major obstacle to the adoption of the language, leading many potential adopters of OCaml to run away before they really get a chance to appreciate the language. Yet, producing "good" error messages for realistic ML programs turns out to be an unexpectedly hard problem.
On the one hand, it is tempting to report everything that contributes to a type error. This strategy, however, can quickly lead to very verbose messages, so long that the programmer will not read them. Interactive type-debugging sessions have been proposed as a solution to verbosity (e.g. [5] ), however they can be very time consuming for the programmer. Another proposed approach is the extraction of minimal error slices [7] . Although quite appealing, error slices do not fully address the problem: it remains to select which of those minimal slices to first present to the user, and to select on which locations to attract the user's attention when the slice involves locations spanning over remote lines of code. Heuristics can be used for these selections (e.g. [22] ), however they make error messages less predictable (in the sense that an expert would not be able to guess what error message the compiler would report given an incorrect program), and they may attract the programmer's attention away from the actual location of the error.
On the other hand, in order to produce a short error message, one cannot report all locations that contributes to a type error. Thus, the type-checker must somehow make a decision on which information to select. In traditional type-checking algorithm, this selection is implicit and results from the order in which unifications are performed. However, this order induces a problematic left-to-right bias, well identified by the early research on type errors [3, 21, 17] . For example, when the "then" branch and the "else" branch of a conditional have incompatible types, a traditional type-checker will systematically locate the error on the "else" branch, even though the error might just as well originate in the "then" branch. Worse, some error messages can only be understood with knowledge of the internals of the type inference algorithm.
More generally, regardless of the order in which unifications are represented and performed, the problem is to select what information to report when detecting a path that corresponds to a unification conflict. Yet, without knowledge of the programmer's intention, the type-checker alone usually cannot decide which part of the path is to blame. Here again, if the type-checker makes an arbitrary decision, it may attract the programmer's attention away from the place where the error is actually located, making the programmer waste precious time.
The motivation for this paper is to devise a system for reporting type errors in ML programs that (1) produces messages that are always concise; (2) eliminates as much as possible of the left-to-right bias associated with traditional type-checking algorithms; (3) does so in an efficient and predictable manner; (4) integrates smoothly into an existing type-checker for a full-blown language. In this paper, we show that, with a small number of carefully-crafted changes to the order in which unifications are performed by the type inference engine of OCaml, and with appropriate processing of the conflicts that may arise from these unifications, we are able to generate messages that, we argue, provide the programmer with much more useful information for locating and fixing type errors, and also requires less knowledge of the type inference algorithm.
The main features of our approach are as follows:
− Improved error messages for function applications; in particular, better treatment of errors involving higher-order functions (e.g., List.fold) and arithmetic operators (e.g., '+' in place of '+.'), as described in Section 2.
− Improved error messages for incompatible branches in conditional and pattern matching constructs, as described in Section 3.
− Improved error messages for subexpressions that do not have the type expected by the language construction in which they appear, e.g., a while loop condition that does not have type bool, as described in Section 4.
− Improved error messages for very common ML-specific errors: missing '()' arguments, missing '!' operators, or missing 'rec' keywords, as described in Section 5.
Our approach is implemented as a patch to the OCaml compiler, consisting of a few hundred lines of code. The patched compiler offers a new flag, called -easy-type-errors. When this flag is activated, the compiler first runs the original OCaml type-checking algorithm. If there is no error, then our modified type-checking algorithm is not executed at all. Otherwise, our patched compiler considers the first toplevel definition that fails to type-check and attempts to type-check it again, this time using our modified algorithm, in order to produce the error message that will be reported to the user. (Note that the top-level definition considered for re-type-checking could be one item from a local module definition.)
Thanks to our strategy of first running the original type-checking algorithm, we are able to guarantee full backward compatibility: any program that compiles with the traditional OCaml compiler also compiles with our patched compiler in -easy-type-errors mode, and moreover compiles without any runtime overhead. Besides, since our modified type-checking algorithm is only slightly slower than the original algorithm, we are able to report errors efficiently even in large-scale programs. For example, we tested the ability of our patched compiler to produce error messages for bugs artificially introduced in several-hundred lines long functions located in the middle of the implementation of the OCaml typechecker itself.
Our patch is compatible with nearly all of the OCaml language, with GADTs and overloading of record fields as notable exceptions. Programs including GADTs can be compiled with the flag -easy-type-errors activated, however if a type error occurs in a top-level definition using GADT features then the error message produced will not be helpful. One exception is for format functions (e.g. "printf"), whose types now make use of GADTs in OCaml. We recognize calls to such format functions and locally process them using the original type-checking algorithm. Regarding overloading record field names, our patch does not support them because the overloading resolution is sensitive to the order in which unifications are performed, and this order is modified by our alternative type-checking algorithm. (More generally, our patch expects the source code to correctly type-check with the -principal option of OCaml.)
Our patched compiler can be obtained and executed through the following commands.
git clone -b improved-errors https://github.com/charguer/ocaml.git cd ocaml ./configure && make world.opt ./ocamlc.opt -I stdlib -easy-type-errors foo.ml
Error reporting for ill-typed applications
Towards a new algorithm To type-check a curried application, the OCaml type-checker first infers the type of the function, extracts from it the types expected for the arguments, and then unifies these types one by one with the types of the arguments provided to the function. This process introduces a significant left-to-right bias in the case of polymorphic functions. Indeed, the unification of the first arguments may result in instantiation of polymorphic variables that may later raise conflicts when processing the subsequent arguments.
Our new algorithm for type-checking applications instead works as follows. First, we compute the most-general type of the function and of each of the arguments provided, independently. Then, we try to unify the types for the application, using the same code as the original OCaml type-checker. However, if this unification process raises an error, then we catch this error and rely on a new piece of code for generating the error message. The message we produce systematically locates the error on the entire application. It then reports a table with a first column showing the types expected for the arguments, and a second column showing the types of the arguments actually provided. Note that, in order to properly report the type of the arguments when they include polymorphic components, we need to save copies of the types before we start to unify them. We construct these copies by computing the types or type schema associated with the arguments, following a process similar to the procedure involved for generalizing the type of the body of a let-binding.
The following example illustrates a case where the function passed to List.map operates on integers although a list of float values is provided. The source code is followed by the error message produced by the original OCaml compiler, then by the error message produced by our patched compiler. File "examples/example_map_bad.ml", line 1, characters 8-16: Error: The function 'List.map' cannot be applied to the arguments provided.
| Types of the expected arguments: | Types of the provided arguments:
In the example above, the OCaml type-checker locates the error inside the second argument, more precisely on the constant 2.0. An alternative algorithm that unifies the second argument before the first one would report an error on the application of the + operator. Both choices are arbitrary: the type-checker has no way of guessing the intention of the programmer. In contrast, we choose to report the types expected by the function face to face with the types provided to the function. Note that, in particular, we report the type "int -> int" inferred for the anonymous function; this information can be quite useful for understanding the cause of the error.
Additional examples The table presentation of types involved in ill-typed applications makes it easy to spot swapped arguments. Consider for example the following code, where the two arguments provided to String.index have been swapped. File "examples/example_index_swap.ml", line 1, characters 21-24: Error: This expression has type char but an expression was expected of type string
File "examples/example_index_swap.ml", line 1, characters 8-20: Error: The function 'String.index' cannot be applied to the arguments provided.
Our new algorithm also makes it easy to spot arguments that are swapped in higher-order functions. The following example illustrates a case where the two arguments of the function passed to List.fold_left have been swapped. The OCaml type-checker produces a cryptic error message: "The type variable 'a occurs inside 'a list". By constrast, our algorithm produces a table whose first row makes it relatively easily to spot that the two arguments of the anonymous function have been swapped. File "examples/example_fold_left_swap_app_2.ml", line 2, characters 43-44: Error: This expression has type 'a list but an expression was expected of type 'a The type variable 'a occurs inside 'a list
New error:
File "examples/example_fold_left_swap_app_2.ml", line 2, characters 2-16: Error: The function 'List.fold_left' cannot be applied to the arguments provided.
The type variable 'a occurs inside 'a list
Our new type-checking algorithm for applications also greatly benefits binary mathematical operators. Consider the classic example of "+" being used in place of "+." for adding two float values. The OCaml type-checker reports an error on the left operand, that is, an error located before the actual error, making the error very hard to debug for beginners. In contrast, our error message makes it fairly obvious that the operator used does not operate on the right types. File "examples/example_add_bad.ml", line 2, characters 15-18: Error: This expression has type float but an expression was expected of type int
File "examples/example_add_bad.ml", line 2, characters 19-20: Error: The function '+' cannot be applied to the arguments provided.
Similarly, our algorithm helps debugging the case of negative numbers not surrounded by parentheses. Whereas the OCaml type-checker only reports a complex error involving an arrow type, our message makes it clear that the minus sign is interpreted as a binary operator of two arguments, instead of being treated as a unary operator.
let _ = succ -1 (* missing parentheses around -1 *)
Old error:
File "examples/example_f_minus_one.ml", line 2, characters 3-7:
Error: This expression has type int -> int but an expression was expected of type int
File "examples/example_f_minus_one.ml", line 2, characters 8-9: Error: The function '-' cannot be applied to the arguments provided.
Applications with too many arguments When the number of arguments provided to a function exceeds the number of expected arguments, we produce an error message including a specific sentence telling that the function is being applied to too many arguments. A simple example follows.
let f x y = x + y let _ = f 3 4 5
File "examples/example_apply_too_many.ml", line 2, characters 8-9: Error: This function has type int -> int -> int It is applied to too many arguments; maybe you forgot a ';'.
New error:
File "examples/example_apply_too_many.ml", line 2, characters 8-9: Error: The function 'f' is applied to too many arguments.
Maybe you forgot a ';'.
Producing such messages, however, leads to a complication in the case polymorphic functions. Such functions may, when applied, produce a function, which may in turn be applied to additional arguments. A typical example is fst p x, where p is a pair of two functions and x is an argument to be provided to the first of these two functions. Here, the function fst is applied to two arguments, even though the type of this function has a single arrow visible in its type ('a * 'b -> 'a). Although this programming pattern typically never occurs in code written by beginners, we nevertheless try to produce useful error messages.
When the return type of a function consists solely of a type variable, we cannot be certain that the function is applied to too many arguments. Therefore, in such situations, we simply report in the message that the application is ill-typed, and we also show the return type of the function, so that the programmer can investigate why unification fails. The following example illustrates this situation.
let p = ((fun x -> x+1), 4) let _ = fst p 2.0
File "examples/example_apply_too_many_1.ml", line 2, characters 14-17: Error: This expression has type float but an expression was expected of type int
File "examples/example_apply_too_many_1.ml", line 2, characters 8-11: Error: The function 'fst' cannot be applied to the arguments provided.
The function 'fst', when applied to the first argument, produces a value of type: 'a.
Note that, the programmer can generally obtain much clearer error messages by naming the intermediate functions being produced. For example, if we replace in the program above the second line with "let f = fst p in let _ = f 2.0", then we obtain a clear error message explaining that the function f expects an int but was applied to a float.
In the future, we could try to also report how the return type of the function has been instantiated. For the example above, we would report that 'a is being instantiated as int -> int.
Extension for labelled and optional arguments We have extended our algorithm to support labelled arguments and optional arguments featured by the OCaml language. Note that our current implementation does not place arguments with corresponding labels face to face; we plan to fix this in future work. An example follows. File "examples/example_apply_labels.ml", line 6, characters 25-28: Error: This expression has type float but an expression was expected of type int
File "examples/example_apply_labels.ml", line 6, characters 2-3: Error: The function 'f' cannot be applied to the arguments provided.
Conditionals To type-check a conditional expression, the traditional OCaml compiler first type-checks the thenbranch, and then it type-checks the else branch. If the latter does not have the same type as the former, an error gets raised somewhere inside the else branch. This process thereby introduces a significant left-to-right bias: errors are systematically reported in the else branch -even though, roughly half of the time, the error actually originates in the then branch. We eliminate this bias by type-checking the two branches independently, before trying to unify the two resulting types. In case of unification failure, we report the type of both branches, not presuming of the one to blame. The following example illustrates this case. File "examples/example_incompatible_else.ml", line 2, characters 2-23: Error: The then-branch has type int but the else-branch has type float.
Although our approach eliminates most of the left-to-right bias, some of it remains, due to sideeffects associated with unification that may be performed while type-checking the first branch. The next example illustrates such a situation: a variable x of unknown type is used as an integer in the first branch and then used as a float in the second branch. The error that our patched compiler reports is, like with the original compiler, located in the second branch, even though the first branch could be blamed just as much. File "examples/example_if_propagate.ml", line 5, characters 21-22: Error: This expression has type int but an expression was expected of type float
File "examples/example_if_propagate.ml", line 5, characters 9-20: Error: The function 'print_float' cannot be applied to the arguments provided.
The example above is quite tricky to handle. In order to produce a more informative error message, one would need a significantly more involved infrastructure for performing substitutions independently in the various branches. For more details, we refer to the discussion of McAdam's proposal [17] described in the related work section.
We believe that the form of left-to-right bias that remains in our type-checking algorithm is much less severe than that associated with the original algorithm. Indeed, the remaining bias only concerns free type variables being unified in the branches, and not the entire content of the branches. In addition, such free type variables are typically associated to local variables, such as function arguments. When facing a typing conflict involving a variable, it is straightforward to assign a type annotation to this variable and to re-type-check the code so as to obtain a useful error location.
Pattern matching The pattern-matching construct generalizes the conditional construct. As before, we are able to significantly reduce the left-to-right bias by first type-checking each of the branches independently, and only then unifying the types of the branches one by one. In case of failure when unifying the type of the (n + 1)-th branch with the unified type of the n first branches, we report these two types. We mention that the (n + 1)-th branch is the first one that does not unify, but we do not suggest that this branch is necessarily the one to blame.
The following example illustrates the case of a pattern matching where the first branch returns the integer zero (although the intention was to return the float zero), the second branch unifies with the type int, and the third branch produces a float and therefore conflicts with the previous branches. File "examples/example_match_incompat_branches_3.ml", line 4, characters 13-27: Error: This expression has type float but an expression was expected of type int
File "examples/example_match_incompat_branches_3.ml", line 4, characters 13-27: Error: The previous branches have type int but this branch has type float.
The next example consists of a more complex scenario of a recursive function with pattern matching. The function is inferred by OCaml to return integers, because its first branch returns the integer zero (instead of the intended float zero), triggering a type error in the second branch at the place where the function is used. Interestingly, our algorithm is able to type-check the two branches independently. In particular, the second branch type-checks successfully because we unify the pattern matching expression with its expected type only after all the branches have been unified together. The error reported simply points out a mismatch between the result types of the two branches. File "examples/example_match_incompat_branches_2.ml", line 3, characters 18-25: Error: This expression has type int but an expression was expected of type float
File "examples/example_match_incompat_branches_2.ml", line 3, characters 13-25: Error: The previous branch has type int but this branch has type float.
Error reporting for incompatible subexpressions
If a language construct expects a subexpression to be of a given type (e.g., loop conditions should have type bool) but that the subexpression provided by the programmer does not have this type, then we produce a specific error-message, e.g. "This expression is the condition of a while loop, so it should have type bool, but it has type foo." We find that such specific error messages are much easier to parse and to interpret than generic unification error messages, especially for beginners. The idea of syntax-specific rules for type error messages is not new. Yet, somewhat surprisingly, it does not seem to have been applied in the implementation of popular ML compilers, although we learned that Ishii and Asai [12] recently implemented such syntax-specific error messages in an external type debugging tool for OCaml.
To every syntactic construct we can produce specific error messages for each of its subterm. We next present two representative examples. The first one illustrates the case of an ill-typed loop condition.
let _ = while 1 do () done
File "examples/example_while_bad_condition.ml", line 3, characters 9-10: Error: This expression has type int but an expression was expected of type bool
File "examples/example_while_bad_condition.ml", line 3, characters 9-10: Error: This expression is the condition of a while loop, so it should have type bool but it has type int.
The next example involves a conditional without an else branch. This example is particularly interesting because it consists of a program that is perfectly valid from a semantics point of view, yet fails to type-check. We have seen equivalent programs written in practice by beginners using OCaml as a first programming language, and we have seen them being completely stuck-it appears to be very hard for a beginner to fix a program that is inherently correct! The function considered takes two arguments and returns an ordered list storing these two values. The code includes a redundant condition, a priori harmless. However, the OCaml type-checker produces an surprisingly incomprehensible error message: "The variant type unit has no constructor ::". Thankfully, with our dedicated support for subexpression of language constructs, we are able to identify the source of the problem to be the missing else branch. Old error:
File "examples/example_missing_else.ml", line 3, characters 23-27: Error: The variant type unit has no constructor ::
File "examples/example_missing_else.ml", line 3, characters 22-27: Error: This expression is the result of a conditional with no else branch, so it should have type unit but it has type 'a list.
Error reporting for ML-specific errors
Message for missing "()". A typical mistake made by OCaml beginners is to forget the "()" argument after basic functions such as read_int. When they do so, beginners face a type error message that describes a conflict involving an arrow type. Yet, these beginners, when they write their very first programs, typically have no clue what the arrow type is -they often don't even know what a function is. Thus, we believe that it is useful to report specific messages for missing unit arguments.
To that end, we detect unification errors arising from conflicts between a type of the form "unit -> t"
(for some type t) and another type that does not unify with the former. In such situation, we add to the error message the sentence: "You probably forgot to provide "()" as argument somewhere." The following example shows a program with a call to read_int that is missing its unit argument.
let x = read_int in (* missing unit argument *) print_int x
File "examples/example_missing_unit_readint.ml", line 2, characters 10-11: Error: This expression has type unit -> int but an expression was expected of type int
File "examples/example_missing_unit_readint.ml", line 2, characters 0-9: Error: The function 'print_int' cannot be applied to the arguments provided.
You probably forgot to provide '()' as argument somewhere.
The next example shows another instance of a missing unit argument, this time on a call to the function print_newline. When OCaml is used without the strict-sequence flag, it reports that some arguments are missing, whereas we are able to be more specific, reporting that the argument "()" is missing. When OCaml is used with the strict-sequence flag, it reports the message: "This expression has type unit -> unit but an expression was expected of type unit." This message, which involves an arrow type, typically does not help beginners at all. We improve the situation by suggesting that the expression is missing a unit argument.
let _ = print_int 3; print_newline; (* missing unit argument *) print_int 5
File "examples/example_missing_unit_newline.ml", line 3, characters 3-16: Warning 5: this function application is partial, maybe some arguments are missing.
New error:
File "examples/example_missing_unit_newline.ml", line 3, characters 3-16: Error: This expression is followed by a semi-colon, so it should have type unit but it has type unit -> unit.
You probably forgot to provide '()' as argument to the function.
More generally, every time the missing unit argument error is detected on an expression expected to be of unit type, we drop the word "somewhere" from the message as we can be sure that the location reported corresponds to the place where "()" is missing.
Message for missing "!". The "!" symbol in OCaml is often forgotten, not only by beginners with previous experience in imperative programming, but also by experienced OCaml programmers. With just a few lines of code, we can add a dedicated suggestion at the end of the error messages, similarly to what we did for the missing unit argument. To that end, we detect unification errors arising from conflicts between a type of the form "t ref" (for some type t) and another type that does not unify with the former. In such situation, we add to the error message the sentence: "You probably forgot a '!' or a 'ref' somewhere.". The following example illustrates a function call of the form "print_int r", where r is a reference not preceded by a '!' operator. File "examples/example_ref_missing_bang.ml", line 2, characters 0-9: Error: The function 'print_int' cannot be applied to the arguments provided.
The next example shows that it is important to leave the word "somewhere" in the message, because if the expression of type "int ref" is the result of a function call, then the "!" could be missing either on the last line of the definition of the function, or at the call site. In general, the type-checker cannot guess the intention of the programmer. File "examples/example_missing_bang_delayed.ml", line 7, characters 2-11: Error: The function 'print_int' cannot be applied to the arguments provided.
| Types of the expected arguments: | Types of the provided arguments: Message for missing "rec". It is a common mistake to forget the rec keyword in OCaml, in particular because OCaml, unlike most other programming languages, does not have recursive bindings by default. We therefore find it worth adding 20 lines of code in the type-checker for detecting such mistakes and printing a dedicated message. When reaching a variable that is unbound in the current typing context, the traditional algorithm stops with the error "unbound variable". We add an additional step, to check whether the variable has been mistakenly bound by a "let" instead of being bound by a "let rec". If so, we display a specific message to suggest adding the rec keyword. The following example illustrates such a scenario.
let facto n = (* missing "rec" keyword *) if n = 0 then 1 else n * facto (n-1)
File "examples/example_let_missing_rec.ml", line 2, characters 28-33: Error: Unbound value facto New error:
File "examples/example_let_missing_rec.ml", line 2, characters 28-33: Error: Unbound value facto.
You are probably missing the 'rec' keyword on line 1.
To implement the detection of missing rec keywords, we extend the typing context with shadow bindings. Each time we enter the body of a let definition, we add the name of the corresponding variable as a shadow entry to the typing context, so that we can later test for the existence of such a shadow entry. In practice, a shadow variable is simply represented as the name of this variable prefixed with a character disallowed in the syntax of identifiers.
Related work
There is a large literature on the production of better typing errors for ML. A comprehensive survey of pre-2006 work can be found in Section 3 of Heeren's PhD thesis [11] and Section 10 of Wazny's PhD thesis [20] . Below, we focus on closely-related work and recent work.
Unification order Several researchers have investigated modifications to the unification algorithm in an attempt to obtain more intuitive error messages. In particular, the goal is to eliminate or at least tame the left-to-right bias associated with the way unifications are traditionally performed. To avoid the left-to-right bias, Bernstein and Stark [3] , and Yang [21] propose to type subterms bottom-up, returning a type for the term and all of its free variables, and to then try to unify the types of the free variables.
McAdam [17] describes a technique that is able to eliminate all left-to-right bias without going as far as typing fully-open terms. To that end, McAdam proposes to type-check subterms bottom-up, returning a type and a substitution for flexible type variables, and to then try to unify the substitutions involved.
In our work, we also type-check subterms bottom-up, and the subterms are processed relatively independently, even though we do not manipulate and compare substitutions explicitly but instead stick to a standard global union-find data structure. In particular, our implementation reuses all the data structures and infrastructure that already exist in the OCaml compiler. By processing the subterms more independently, we are able to remove nearly all of the left-to-right bias, even though, as we have explained, there remain a few cases where unification leads to side-effects visible across subterms. We find our approach to be a good compromise between the aim to treat subterms as independently as possible and the need for conciseness, predictability, simplicity and efficiency.
The possibility of performing unifications in different orders is also discussed in by Lee and Yi [14] , who show how several existing algorithms (W , SML/NJ's algorithm, OCaml's algorithm, H , M ) can be viewed as particular instantiations of a general algorithm. It is likely the case that our strategy for typechecking applications could also be described as an instantiation of this general algorithm. However, Lee and Yi do not discuss which instantiations might be best suited for error reporting, and do not discuss the treatment of n-ary applications and pattern matching.
Heuristic-based approaches Helium [10, 9] , by Hage and Heeren, is a type-checker designed to produce better error messages for a subset of the Haskell language. The Helium type-checker builds the complete unification graph, and then relies on a number of heuristics for reporting a probable cause of the error. For example, it includes heuristic for detecting permuted arguments; it relies on the proportion of constants in an inconsistent part of the unification graph to determines which constant is considered to be the error; and it considers that a more recent definition is a more likely source of error.
Helium reports ill-typed applications in a similar way as we do, although with a slightly different presentation. More precisely, Helium prints the type of the function being applied, and then prints the type of the function as it should have been in order for the application to the given arguments to be welltyped. As our work shows, it is not needed to construct the complete unification graph for gathering this information.
Regarding the typing of branching constructs, Helium relies on the expected type of the result. Indeed, this type is often provided as an explicit type annotation in Haskell, unlike in OCaml. That said, Helium does not appear to go as far as us in terms of reporting the types of the branches in the case where no annotation is available.
Error slicing Error slicing denotes the process of extracting from a unification graph a set of minimal paths which could explain a unification error. Each path is minimal in the sense that it only includes nodes that actually contribute to the error. Such a path can be reported to the user as a set of locations. Dinesh and Tip [19] introduce type error slicing in the context of an explicitly-typed languages. Haack and Wells [7] apply error slicing in the context of a ML language with type infererence, and identify the criteria of completeness and minimality for type error slices.
The Chameleon tool [20] applies error slicing to Haskell, addressing the issue of overloading, and also attempting to reduce the number of locations reported. Becker [2] adapts Haack and Wells's al-gorithm to OCaml, also with a few OCaml-specific extensions. Kustanto and Kameyama [13] propose algorithmic improvements to Haack and Wells's algorithm. Zhang and Myers [22] analyse the error slices produced using Bayesian principles in order to identify the explanations most likely to be correct, and thereby report a single location to the user. The Skalpel tool [18] , by Rahli et al., builds a constraint and extracts an error slice; it covers all of the SML programming language, and overcomes efficiency challenges in dealing with realistic programs.
Interactive debugging The basic idea of interactive debugging is to replace subexpressions with a dummy token with flexible type, in order to investigate whether this subexpression is responsible for a type error. Bernstein and Stark [3] describe this idea of interactive debugging, although they suggested the user performing the change by hand in the code. Chitil [5] describes a type-checker that features debugging sessions, during which the user is asked a sequence of questions of the form: "Is the intended type of expression foo an instance of the type bla?", to which the programmer answers by either "yes" or "no". At the end of such a session, the tool reports the expression that is to blame for the error. Braßel [4] automates the interactive debugging process in the TypeHope tool, so as to produce error messages and suggestions for fixes.
Seminal [16, 15] , by Lerner et al., is a tool that applies interactive debugging to the core OCaml language, making use of the standard OCaml type-checker as a black-box. Once the type-checker has produced a list of probable locations for the error, Seminal relies on a number of heuristics for ranking the error messages and reporting the presumably most-useful ones first. We ran Seminal on our set of example programs. We observed that Seminal produces very useful error messages for swapped arguments, for missing "!" and missing "()". However, for a number of programs, the error messages were not so helpful, and sometimes worse than the error produced by the original OCaml type-checker. Moreover, every time the tool reports not just a single cause but several plausible causes for the error, the error message was fairly long, which we felt could discourage programmers or at least decrease their productivity.
One challenge with the interactive debugging approach is that it is not always clear how to handle programs containing multiple type errors. Also, interactive debugging does not address the issue of leftto-right bias. Furthermore, because it iterates calls to a type-checker (possibly viewed as a black-box), interactive debugging may suffer from algorithmic inefficiencies when trying to produce error messages for errors located in large pieces of code.
Conclusion
We have presented a practical approach to improving type error messages in OCaml, in particular by decreasing the amount of left-to-right bias, while preserving an efficient and predictable algorithm that produces concise messages. Our implementation covers all the commonly-used features of the OCaml language. As we have argued, the approach scales up to large-scale programs with virtually no overhead. While our work has been mainly motivated by OCaml, we believe that our approach to reporting errors for applications and branching constructs could be similarly applied in other functional programming languages.
